I’m Not Ashamed Of The Gospel

ACC National Conference, QLD, 23 September 2019
Romans 1:16 - “I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God that
brings salvation to everyone who believes…”
Basic psychology over the
decades has taught us that no
one is born heterosexual or
homosexual or any form of
sexual but rather that this is
developped over time in the
environs or a child’s life. (See
Erik Erikson’s Cycles of
Human Development to learn
more about this.)

This slide shows where
incidents in my life begsan to
form me not in God’s identity
but into a debauched identity.
It shows what I failed to
receive and where each
LAYER of tragedy set me up
for harm along the journey of
my childhood development.

This left my soul and mind
layered with many UNtruths,
born out of protective vows
that I made which affected
my beliefs and therefore
affected my day-to-day
behaviour.

The “hook” that brought me
(back) to faith in Christ was
this: “do you want more love
in your life?” I was then
discipled towards INTIMACY
WITH THE LORD through
prayer. I began with 2
minutes a day being still in
prayer, building up to 8
minutes a day within six
weeks.
God’s Word became
imperative along the healing
journey – the double-edged
sword passing judgment on
secret emotions and thoughts
(Hebrews 4:12). The Lord led me to face and to upturn EVERY stone of my past life, not to run from it but rather
to face it.
My story leads me to be
DEEPLY CONCERNED about
federal and state government
education policies which
many insightful people today
recognise are creating
atmospheres similar to the
ones that I experienced which
will actually deliberately
damage children’s ability to
be heterosexual and will leave
them sexually confused and
shamed away from the love of
God. The grey writing shows
my own journey. The pale
yellow writing shows what
SAFE SCHOOLS (previously called SSAFE = Same-Sex Attracted Friendly Environment) is pouring into our
children’s education everything necessary to normalise to bring children to a place of believing they are
LGBTQ+. Our schools are now culture war battlegrounds for the hearts, minds and souls of children. It is not
about public education but rather about immoral indoctrination
Purpose of DQSH: to
“capture the imagination
and play of the gender
fluidity of childhood and give
kids glamorous, positive, and
unabashedly queer role
models.”
Sept.’18 a U.S. drag queen a
gay man named Dylan Pontiff
who helps organise DQSHs for
toddlers and infants, admitted
that DQSH is about the
grooming of the next
generation. Pontiff boldly
acclaimed, “we are trying to
groom the next generation

to not see the way that they just did.” -- they fight to educate children beyond anything previously known,
accepted and with indeterminable consequences.
Seven of a number of book titles recommended in different Safe Schools Programs:
1) And Tango Makes Three – story of 2 gay penguins who adopt a baby penguin.
2) The Gender Fairy tells infants “only you know whether you are a boy or a girl. No one can tell you.” Any
child psychologist worth their salt will tell you that infancy is a critical time for boys and girls to individualise -for boys to begin to associate with and connect to the masculine and for girls to attach to the feminine. To sow
seeds of doubt at this critical stage in the wheat field of an infant’s identity is nothing short of criminal.
3) My Princess Boy described as the“tale of a 4-year-old boy who happily expresses his authentic self by
happily dressing up in dresses, and enjoying traditional girl things”.
4) The Bravest Knight Who Ever Lived: for 5/6-year-olds and looks at a knight-in-training who “follows his
heart and chooses the boy instead of the girl at the end of his journey”. This deliberately distorts healthy
same-sex friendship-attachment and distorts his core identity. The rainbow agenda requires a perverted,
eroticised manipulation of all that’s healthy.
5) The GayBCs is a LGBTQ-themed alphabet book for 4 to 8-year-olds in which “four friends try on different
identities while playing with makeup and costumes”. And we wonder why increasing numbers of children
nationally are confused about their identity and now struggle with mental disorders and distress.
6) Many titles aged 10 upwards. The Stonewall Riots: Coming Out In The Streets which engages pubescent
kids with the incessant battle for LGBTQ rights based on the Stonewall Riots of June 1969, teaching children to
fight violently if necessary for the right to express their feelings above and beyond the law of the state.
7) plethora of books for teens incl. Gender Identity: The Ultimate Teen Guide. This self-professed guide
pontificates that, “contrary to popular education, gender is no longer an either "male" or "female"
proposition. Today, it is increasingly important, especially for those coming into adulthood, to go beyond
the concepts of gay, lesbian, straight, and bisexual when examining gender.”

Illness is Not a Civil Right
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=8&v=s57T27M1ZXk

LGBTQI+ Indoctrination
Dr. Michelle Cretella,
President of the American
College of Paediatricians
“By indoctrinating our
children from Pre-School
forward with the [born-inthe-wrong-body] lie, we are
destroying their ability for
reality testing. This is
cognitive and psychological
abuse. The gaslighting,
pubertal castration and
surgical mutilation: it's
institutionalized child
abuse.”
Transgenderism: A Mental

Rapid Onset Gender Dysphoria Reality
UK Psychoanalyst Dr Marcus Evans governor of UK’s only government youth gender clinic of The Tavistock
Centre resigned 6 months ago. He has said that clinicians are too quick to give children/young people
gender reassignment treatment when "this is the opposite of what needs to be done”. He went on to day
that "there is a lot at stake here as these decisions have far reaching consequences” as child referrals increase
400+% in 5 years
5 other Tavistock employees have since resigned believing the clinic to be “mutilating young children”, as staff
resignations reach 18
Another Tavistock clinician said: “This experimental treatment is being done not only on children, but “very
vulnerable children who have experienced mental health difficulties, abuse, family trauma, and
sometimes those [other factors] just get whitewashed. If someone was suggesting plastic surgery or any
other permanent change we’d be saying, hang on a minute.”

(Perth Children’s Hospital U18s Gender Unit: referrals had a 350% rise 2017-18 with 121 referrals 2/3 females,
1/3 males) - (Source: WA’s Sunday Times, p.3 - 16 Sep. ’18)
Past month in Leeds, UK: Dr Kirsty Entwistle a psychologist, has raised the alarm about ethical dilemmas
Links: My Story, Gender Dysphoria, ROGD, SSCA
My Story: question gender, trauma of porn, wrong use and understanding of my body, affirming the trauma and
affliction, rather than appropriately facing it
Today’s ‘questioning youth’: deliberate by-product of the constant battle against natural human development
Exponential rise: effects of many invisible layers of pain which slowly cripple healthy sexual development
Removal of layers of shame
restored the years the locusts had
eaten (Joel 2:25) – through
repentance, Jesus saved me from
the inner hell I had been led into
(but didn’t know) and led me by
giving me the gift of faith to taste
of heaven.
I went from being a slave to
shame and being ASHAMED to
being freed of all my shame and to
therefore now being
UNASHAMED.

We are called to be in INTIMATE
relationship with Gof, just as the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit are in
constant intimate and perfect
relationship with one another.
As a society, we have moved
away from God’s Word as our
fulcrum and have taken on
words of the world. We have
permitted “noise” of different
sorts to assault our minds and
homes and have therefore taken
on the spirit of this world. We as
churches need now to “R” =
repent on behalf of the nations that have rejected God, thereby permitting mankind to move from a place of
living in God’s Light to now living in the darkness.
Solution: The Churches’ Response
Rather than be wholly embracing of LGBTQ+ ideology, the church is again to become Holy Embracing (the goal
is “holiness”, not marriage or heterosexuality)
Churches need to be trained in, and need to provide, spaces for inner healing (great therapy and prayer get
people well!)
Education, education, education – we need to stop shying away from the topic of sexuality and to look it in the
eyes with Jesus at the helm. This will also mean being deliberate about creating missionaries and witnesses that
bear testimony to the reality that God has only created mankind ‘Male’ & ‘Female’.
We need to invest time, energy, and financial resources $$$ into this area of work
Church need to be open to providing openings where people can share their redeemed stories (we have a
database of people who can Skype or Zoom into people’s homegroups and church settings and give testimonies
when required, or turn up live if this is required.)

Churches to have way, way more clear teaching about the Truth about sexuality in accordance with God’s Word,
and always adjoined to oceans of God’s loving MERCY and FORGIVENESS
Solution: What you can do…
Stop seeing this as a ‘them & us’ issue but rather see it as an ‘all of us as sinners in need of redemption’ issue
See the whole person and not just what their sexual attraction might be like (what is her/his immediate needs?)
Attention, Affirmation, Affection lead to a deep sense of Acceptance
Listen and invite others for a coffee that you will buy!
Listen for the pains and challenges of the other person – and then share how you have experienced similar
situations, and when appropriate, how Jesus has helped you!
“Be” the grace and mercy of the Lord to others
First question, not comment, and very, very, rarely – if ever – bring up the topic of “sexuality”
Swap fear-full relating for heart-focused connection
It is the time to be different and courageous
Why I am NOT ashamed.
Because….JESUS CHRIST reduced/set me free from:

sexual compulsivity

anxiety & multiple addictions

self-harm, depression, burnout

fear of men, fear of women

inability to commit

hatred / blame: of self and others

eroticised SSA and gender dysphoria
New Growth – Australia & Worldwide
Home church growing for ex-LGBTQers in WA

Lots of stories of Change rising up publicly across
the globe from those who have left behind the gay
and trans lifestyle – see
www.changedmovement.com for more details and
heaps of stories, as well as www.twoprisms.com.
Also see www.sexchangeregret.com re
transformed lives of those leaving behind
transsexuality.
Dare To Change Rainbow Crossers movement now
growing – leaders from 50 nations will gather in Taipei, Taiwan to
broadcast international strategies and witnesses during the 2nd Int’l
Rainbow Crossers Festival at the end of October 2019.
Freedom Marches are rising up across the globe as a counter-witness to
Mardi Gras and Gay Pride Marches. Australia hopes to host its first
Freedom March in 2020.
Romans 1:16 - “I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God that brings salvation to
everyone who believes…” - …the need is now URGENT!
Please keep an eye out for the launch of TRUE IDENTITY, a new ministry which has the purpose of
• Educating Everybody
• Healing Humanity
• Witnessing the Word to the world
For further resources relating to sexuality, pornography, transgenderism, prostitution, etc, please visit:

bit.ly/GodsDesignResourceList
James Parker, 0452 012 091, trueidentityintl@gmail.com

